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devices.Q: Invoke non-nullable function with nullable return type In C#, I'm a

bit confused as to why this is valid: int? x = 0; bool b =
FuncThatReturnsBoolean(x); Whereas this is not: int? x = 0; bool b =

FuncThatReturnsBoolean(x); Why is the first working, and the second not? I
understand that int? is not strictly a nullable type, but is there a specific reason
for the behavior? A: FuncThatReturnsBoolean() returns a bool. Since a bool is
not nullable, it is not possible for it to return null. The C# compiler converts a

nullable type to a non-nullable type when doing overload resolution, at the
method invocation site: If a method invocation creates a reference type, the
nullability rules for that type are applied. In the case of a method returning a
non-nullable type, the non-nullability of that type is enough to prevent the

conversion of a nullable reference type. If you were to do the same thing with
a function returning an int: FuncThatReturnsInt(x) ...then it would call the

overload FuncThatReturnsInt(int?) which would return 0. To make the
conversion, it seems like you could make FuncThatReturnsBoolean() return a

boxed version of the object: public static bool?
FuncThatReturnsBoolean(object obj) { bool? value = obj as bool?; if (value!=
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null) { return value.Value; } return null; } That way when the overload is
called, the conversion will be possible. A: Because a bool is a non-nullable

value type (as are all primitive types). The compiler will not convert a nullable
value type to a non-nullable value type. You can actually use the?. operator to

avoid this issue in your example, as such: int?
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